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Pearson Education (US), United States, 2014. Hardback.
Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. Will Big
Data supercharge the economy, tyrannize us, or both? Data
Exhaust is the definitive primer for everyone who wants to
understand all the implications of Big Data, digitally driven
innovation, and the accelerating Internet Economy. Renowned
digital expert Dale Neef clearly explains: What Big Data really is,
and what s new and different about it How Big Data works, and
what you need to know about Big Data technologies Where the
data is coming from: how Big Data integrates sources ranging
from social media to machine sensors, smartphones to financial
transactions How companies use Big Data analytics to gain a
more nuanced, accurate picture of their customers, their own
performance, and the newest trends How governments and
individual citizens can also benefit from Big Data How to
overcome obstacles to success with Big Data - including poor
data that can magnify human error A realistic assessment of Big
Data threats to employment and personal privacy, now and in
the future Neef places the Big Data phenomenon where it
belongs: in the context of the broader global shift to the Internet
economy, with all that...
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ReviewsReviews

This book may be really worth a read through, and far better than other. it was actually writtern extremely completely
and valuable. I am just very easily will get a satisfaction of looking at a published ebook.
-- Lillie Toy-- Lillie Toy

It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you
know that here is the greatest book we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Ma r g e Jer de-- Miss Ma r g e Jer de
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